Sikh Civics: Philanthropy's Role in Building a Multiracial Society

June 2, 2022
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm ET
The Sikh experience
Building a rapid response blueprint
Looking forward – empowering our communities
Philanthropic investment in our shared future
Q&A
THE SIKH EXPERIENCE:
FROM BELLINGHAM TO 9/11, AND OAK CREEK TO QUEENS
HATE THROUGH THE DECADES

The San Francisco News

ARMY BANS JAPS ON COAST

U.S. Destroyer Sunk! Double Tax Backed

Java Checks 3 Drives

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

‘A CRIME AGAINST US ALL’

6 Asian women among victims of killings at 3 metro sf

SPA SHOOTINGS JAR ASIAN AMERICANS

The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel

MILWAUKEE • WISCONSIN

STURGIS Motorcycle rally plus NASA cheers Mars landing, welcomes new photos

Sikh temple gunman linked to hate groups

The Wall Street Journal

CHINESE EXCLUSION CONVENTION OPENS

FIGHT IN DEFENSE OF AMERICAN LABOR

PRESIDENT WILL URGE RE-ENACTMENT OF EXCLUSION LAW.

Hindu Hordes Invading the State

The Call

CHINESE QUESTION ONCE MORE

WASHINGTON, D.C., November 12, 1882—Now, when a people, like the American Indian...
OAK CREEK & INDIANAPOLIS: DEVELOPING A RAPID RESPONSE FRAMEWORK
RICHMOND HILL, QUEENS:
FROM RAPID RESPONSE TO SUSTAINED ENGAGEMENT

Queens neighborhood on edge after recent attacks on Sikh community

Queens elected officials, community leaders condemn attack against Sikh man in Richmond Hill
SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS TO BETTER PROTECT OUR COMMUNITIES
School system agrees to more training after harassment case

Sikh truck drivers reach accord in religious discrimination case involving a major shipping company

Disney desegregates Sikh employee after civil rights groups intervene

Sikh school bus driver reported years of harassment over his turban and beard
COMMUNITY EMPOWERMENT: MOBILIZING THROUGH TRAININGS AND ENGAGEMENT

Civic engagement

Sikh American leadership and representation

Trainings and resources
RESEARCH:
CREATING A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF WHERE WE ARE
ADVOCACY: POLICIES TO PROTECT OUR FUTURE
What the media thought about SALDEF’s first-ever Sikh American PSA:

“The PSA’s message is as simple as it is important: There’s nothing at odds about being both a Sikh and a Proud American.”

“Sikhs have been a critical part of American culture for over 125 years”

Identities.Mic

“Sikhs are taking matters into their own hands and responding to the mistreatment that they have suffered.”

The new ad features actor and designer Wars Ahluwalia explaining that Sikhs are part of American Culture”

World Religion News

The Aerogram

With you as support and inspiration, let’s work together to build the next chapter.

MEDIA AND POP CULTURE REPRESENTATION: SHARING OUR STORIES
EDUCATION:
CREATING SAFE AND INCLUSIVE SCHOOLS
JOIN US!

Mark the 10-year anniversary of Oak Creek

Invest in our shared future

A BLUEPRINT FOR THE BROADER CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT
THANK YOU!
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